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Abstract. In the present paper we explicitly construct deformation quantizations of certain
Poisson structures on E∗, where E −→ M is a Lie algebroid. Although the considered
Poisson structures in general are far from being regular or even symplectic, our construction
gets along without Kontsevich’s formality theorem but is based on a generalized Fedosov
construction. As the whole construction merely uses geometric structures of E we also
succeed in determining the dependence of the resulting star products on these data in finding
appropriate equivalence transformations between them. Finally, the concreteness of the
construction allows to obtain explicit formulas even for a wide class of derivations and self-
equivalences of the products. Moreover, we can show that some of our products are in direct
relation to the universal enveloping algebra associated to the Lie algebroid. Finally, we show
that for a certain class of star products on E∗ the integration with respect to a density with
vanishing modular vector field defines a trace functional.
Key words: deformation quantization; Fedosov construction; duals of Lie algebroids; trace
functionals
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1 Introduction
The question of existence and classification of formal star products deforming an arbitrary
Poisson bracket on a Poisson manifold has been answered positively with the aid of Kontsevich’s
famous formality theorem [30], see also [10] for a Fedosov-like globalization. Besides the regular
or even symplectic case, which was very well understood long before, see [12, 17, 41], up to
then the quantity of examples of truly Poisson structures, that were known to be deformation
quantizable, was very poor: essentially the constant and the linear Poisson brackets on a vector
space. The linear Poisson brackets are precisely the Kirillov–Kostant–Souriau brackets on the
dual g∗ of a Lie algebra g. A star product for this Poisson bracket has been obtained in the
early work of Gutt [22]. Even after the general existence results the number of examples that
could be ‘handled’ concretely remained small whence there is a justified interest in such concrete
examples.
In the present paper we consider Poisson brackets and their deformation quantizations that in
some sense generalize both canonical Poisson brackets on cotangent bundles, see also [2, 4, 3], and
linear Poisson brackets on g∗, see [22]. These extreme examples can be merged into the Poisson
geometry of (E∗, θE), where E −→ M is a Lie algebroid and θE is the corresponding Poisson
tensor on the dual bundle. One main point of our construction, that consists in a modified
?This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue on Deformation Quantization. The full collection is available
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Fedosov procedure, is that it is elementary in the sense that it only relies on tensor calculus and
avoids the use of the formality theorem. In addition, there are even more Poisson brackets that
depend on an additional dE-closed E-two-form accessible by our method than just the canonical
one. Moreover, it is geometric and permits to investigate various properties of the constructed
products.
Yet another independent motivation for this particular class of Poisson structures and cor-
responding star products is given as follows. Let E∗ −→ M be the dual of a vector bundle
E −→M and let ξ ∈ Γ∞(TE∗) be the Euler vector field on E∗.
Definition 1.1 (Homogeneous star product). A star product ? on E∗ is called homogeneous
if H = Lξ +λ ∂∂λ is a derivation of ?.
Such homogeneous star products played a crucial role in the first existence proofs on cotangent
bundles, see [7, 13]. The homogeneous star products enjoy very nice features which makes them
an interesting class to study. The following properties are verified in complete analogy to the
case of cotangent bundles:
Proposition 1.2. Let ? =
∑∞
r=0 λ
rCr be a homogeneous star product on E∗.
i) The Poisson structure {f, g}? = 1i (C1(f, g)−C1(g, f)) is a linear Poisson structure whence
E is a Lie algebroid.
ii) Let f, g ∈ Pol•(E∗) be of degree k and `, respectively. Then
f ? g =
k+∑`
r=0
λrCr(f, g) with Cr(f, g) ∈ Polk+`−r(E∗).
iii) The polynomial functions Pol•(E∗)[λ] are a C[λ]-algebra with respect to ?. In particular,
? converges trivially on Pol•(E∗)[λ] for all λ = ~ ∈ C.
iv) The polynomial functions Pol•(E∗)[λ] are generated by Pol0(E∗)[λ] and Pol1(E∗)[λ] with
respect to ?.
v) Pol0(E∗) is a subalgebra with ? being the undeformed commutative product.
It was brought to our attention by Simone Gutt that the homogeneity arguments from [7, 13]
should also apply to our more general situation beyond the cotangent bundle case yielding an
existence proof independent of our approach.
Following a suggestion of the referee, one may also wonder whether on a particular geometry
like a vector bundle E∗ −→ M there is a simplified construction of a formality which would
allow for a construction of a star product for the linear Poisson structure analogously to the
approach of Dito [14] or Kathotia [29]. We leave this question for a future investigation.
For the case of an integrable Lie algebroid there is yet another approach to quantization
namely that of strict deformation quantization considered in [34] which is based on a generalized
Weyl quantization using pseudo-differential operators. Also for the non-integrable case using the
local integrating Lie groupoids, the latter product has been related to the universal enveloping
algebra associated to the Lie algebroid in [40]. It yields a star product on the polynomial
functions on E∗. Actually, it is not evident, see e.g. [3], but in fact true, that this product
extends to a well-defined bidifferential formal star product on all smooth functions C∞(E∗).
Also Chemla discussed, in the framework of complex Lie algebroids, the relation between Lie
algebroids and certain algebras of differential operators, see e.g. [11]. Finally, one should note
that although there are some similarities our setting and our construction are different from that
in [36], where symplectic Lie algebroids are quantized and not the dual E∗ with its in general
truly non-symplectic Poisson structure.
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Our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we collect some preliminaries on Lie algebroids
E −→M and associated Poisson brackets on E∗ to fix our notation. In Section 3 we present our
construction of star products on the polynomial functions on E∗. We show that they actually
quantize the given Poisson brackets and that they extend in a unique way to star products on all
smooth functions. Our construction depends on an ordering parameter κ, an E-connection ∇,
and a formal series of dE-closed E-two-forms B. Section 4 is devoted to a further investigation
of the products. In particular, we show that among our star products there are homogeneous
star products. In Section 5 we explicitly construct equivalence transformations between the
products provided the parameters are appropriately related. In Section 6 we make contact to
the results of [40] and relate the products obtained in the particular case B = 0 to the universal
enveloping algebra of E. Finally, Section 7 shows that in the case of a unimodular Lie algebroid
the classical trace consisting in the integration with respect to a certain constant density on E∗
is also a trace functional for any homogeneous star product on E∗. Here we establish a relation
between the a priori different notions of unimodularity of the Lie algebroid E and the Poisson
manifold (E∗, θE) that is interesting for its own, see also [44, Section 7].
2 Preliminaries on linear Poisson structures and Lie algebroids
In this section we collect some well-known facts on linear Poisson structures and Lie algebroids
in order to fix our notation. For details see e.g. [35, 33, 9].
Let E −→ M be a vector bundle of fibre dimension N over an n-dimensional manifold.
Then E is a Lie algebroid if it is equipped with a bundle map, the anchor % : E −→ TM , and
a Lie bracket [·, ·]E for the sections Γ∞(E) in E such that we have the Leibniz rule [s, ut]E =
u[s, t]E + (%(s)u)t for all u ∈ C∞(M) and s, t ∈ Γ∞(E). It follows that %([s, t]E) = [%(s), %(t)].
There are (among many others) three examples of interest:
Example 2.1 (Lie algebroids).
i) Clearly TM with % = id and [·, ·]TM the canonical Lie bracket is a Lie algebroid. Thus Lie
algebroids over M generalize the tangent bundle of M .
ii) If M = {pt} is a point then a Lie algebroid g −→ {pt} is nothing but a Lie algebra. Thus
Lie algebroids generalize Lie algebras, also.
iii) If (M, θ) is a Poisson manifold then T ∗M becomes a Lie algebroid with anchor %(α) =
−α# and bracket [α, β]θ = −Lα# β + Lβ# α − d(θ(α, β)), where α, β ∈ Γ∞(T ∗M) and
# : T ∗M −→ TM is defined by α# = θ(·, α).
One main theme in the theory of Lie algebroids is to replace the tangent bundle by E
and to translate geometric concepts based on the (co-)tangent bundle into the language of Lie
algebroids: Indeed, for a Lie algebroid E, the dual bundle E∗ becomes a Poisson manifold with
a Poisson bracket {·, ·}E such that
{Polk(E∗),Pol`(E∗)}E ⊆ Polk+`−1(E∗), (2.1)
where Polk(E∗) ⊆ C∞(E∗) denotes those functions on E∗ which are homogeneous polynomials
in fibre direction of degree k. This Poisson bracket is explicitly determined by
{pi∗u, pi∗v}E = 0, {pi∗u, J(s)}E = pi∗(%(s)u), and {J(s), J(t)}E = −J([s, t]E), (2.2)
where J : S•(E) =
⊕∞
k=0 Γ
∞(SkE) −→ Pol•(E∗) denotes the canonical graded algebra isomor-
phism between the symmetric E-tensor fields and polynomial functions on E∗. The signs in (2.2)
are convention and yield the ‘correct’ canonical Poisson structure of T ∗M in the case of E = TM ,
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but the negative of the usual Kirillov–Kostant–Souriau bracket on g∗ in the case of a Lie algebra
E = g. This also motivates the notion of linear Poisson structures. The property (2.1) can
equivalently be described in terms of the corresponding Poisson tensor θE ∈ Γ∞(Λ2TE∗) of
{·, ·}E and the Euler vector field ξ ∈ Γ∞(TE∗) on E∗ by
Lξ θE = −θE .
Moreover, for Γ∞(Λ•E∗) we obtain a differential dE , i.e. a super-derivation of the ∧-product
of degree +1 with d2E = 0 by literally copying the formula for the deRham differential. In
particular, for u ∈ C∞(M) we have (dE u)(s) = %(s)u, and for α ∈ Γ∞(E∗) one obtains
(dE α)(s, t) = %(s)(α(t))− %(t)(α(s))− α([s, t]E),
where s, t ∈ Γ∞(E). The corresponding cohomology theory is the Lie algebroid cohomology,
denoted by H•E(M). In fact, all these three structures, Lie algebroid, linear Poisson structure,
and differential, are completely equivalent, see e.g. [43, Section 4.2] for a pedagogical discussion.
Definition 2.2 (Gauged Poisson bracket). For an arbitrary dE-closed E-two-form B0 we
define the Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 by
{pi∗u, pi∗v}B0 = {pi∗u, pi∗v}E = 0, {pi∗u, J(s)}B0 = {pi∗u, J(s)}E = pi∗(%(s)u),
and
{J(s), J(t)}B0 = {J(s), J(t)}E − pi∗B0(s, t) = −J([s, t]E)− pi∗B0(s, t).
We call {·, ·}B0 the gauged Poisson bracket (corresponding to B0).
Remark 2.3.
i) Obviously, {·, ·}B0 is just a slight generalization of {·, ·}E that coincides with this canonical
Poisson bracket in case B0 = 0. Observe that the dE-closedness of B0 guarantees the Jacobi
identity to be satisfied.
ii) One should note that in general the Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 does not coincide with the
Poisson bracket obtained from θE via a gauge transformation ΦF in the common sense
(cf. [6]) which arises from a d-closed two-form F on E∗. On the one hand there are
Poisson brackets obtained from ΦF (θE) that are not of the particular form {·, ·}B0 but on
the other hand there are even Poisson brackets {·, ·}B0 that cannot be obtained via such
gauge transformations. For instance consider the Lie algebroid with [·, ·]E = 0, then clearly
θE = 0 and hence for all F the Poisson tensor ΦF (θE) vanishes, but in contrast every E-
two-form B0 6= 0 is dE-closed and hence yields a non-vanishing Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 .
Another in some sense opposite extreme case occurs in case E = TM with the canonical
bracket, then it is easy to see that ΦF (θE) yields a bracket of the form {·, ·}B0 iff F = pi∗B0.
In the following we shall make use of covariant derivatives. The adapted notion of a covariant
derivative in the context of Lie algebroids is an E-connection, i.e. a bilinear map ∇ : Γ∞(E)×
Γ∞(E) −→ Γ∞(E) such that ∇st is C∞(M)-linear in s and satisfies the Leibniz rule ∇s(ut) =
(%(s)u)t + u∇st, where u ∈ C∞(M) and s, t ∈ Γ∞(E). For a detailed study of E-connections
see [20].
Example 2.4. Let ∇E be a linear connection for E. Then ∇st = ∇E%(s)t is an E-connection.
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By compatibility with natural pairing and tensor products, ∇ extends to all tensor powers
of E and E∗ in the usual way. On functions we set ∇su = %(s)u. The torsion T ∈ Γ∞(E⊗Λ2E∗)
is defined by
T (s, t) = ∇st−∇ts− [s, t]E
and the curvature R ∈ Γ∞(End(E)⊗ Λ2E∗) is defined by
R(s, t) = ∇s∇t −∇t∇s −∇[s,t]E
as usual. If the torsion T is non-trivial, one can pass to a new E-connection by subtracting 12T
to obtain a torsion-free E-connection. Note however, that if the E-connection is of the form as
in Example 2.4, then the result will in general no longer be of this form.
Finally, we sometimes make use of local formulas. By e1, . . . , eN ∈ Γ∞(E
∣∣
U
) we denote a local
basis of sections, defined on some suitable open subset U ⊆ M . Then e1, . . . , eN ∈ Γ∞(E∗∣∣
U
)
denotes the corresponding dual basis. We have induced linear fibre coordinates vα = J(eα) ∈
C∞(E
∣∣
U
) and pα = J(eα) ∈ C∞(E∗
∣∣
U
). If in addition x1, . . . , xn are local coordinates on U
then the anchor and the bracket are determined by
%
∣∣
U
= %iαe
α ⊗ ∂
∂xi
and [eα, eβ]E = c
γ
αβeγ
with locally defined functions %iα, c
γ
αβ ∈ C∞(U), respectively. Together with the fibre coordi-
nates p1, . . . , pN the functions q1 = pi∗x1, . . . , qn = pi∗xn provide a system of local coordinates
on pi−1(U) ⊆ E∗. Then the Poisson tensor is locally given by
θE
∣∣
pi−1(U) = pi
∗%iα
∂
∂qi
∧ ∂
∂pα
− 1
2
pγpi
∗cγαβ
∂
∂pα
∧ ∂
∂pβ
and the Hamiltonian vector field Xf = Jf, θEK of f ∈ C∞(E∗) is
Xf
∣∣
pi−1(U) = −pi∗%iα
∂f
∂qi
∂
∂pα
+ pi∗%iα
∂f
∂pα
∂
∂qi
+ pγpi∗c
γ
αβ
∂f
∂pα
∂
∂pβ
. (2.3)
Given an E-connection ∇ we locally have ∇eαeβ = Γγαβeγ with Christoffel symbols Γγαβ ∈
C∞(U). Then ∇ is torsion-free iff locally Γγαβ − Γγβα = cγαβ . For a section s ∈ Γ∞(E) we have
a horizontal lift shor ∈ Γ∞(TE∗) to E∗, locally given by
shor
∣∣
pi−1(U) = pi
∗ (sα%iα) ∂∂qi + pγpi∗(sαΓγαβ) ∂∂pβ .
Moreover, lifting horizontally is compatible with multiplication by functions in the sense that
(us)hor = (pi∗u)shor. The section id ∈ Γ∞(End(E)) ∼= Γ∞(E⊗E∗) can now be lifted to a bivector
field idlift ∈ Γ∞(⊗2 TE∗) by lifting the E∗-part vertically and the E-part horizontally, i.e. locally
idlift = (eα)hor ⊗ (eα)ver. For the linear Poisson structure on E∗ we have
θE = (eα)hor ∧ (eα)ver, (2.4)
i.e. the anti-symmetric part of idlift is θE . Note that θE does not depend on the choice of ∇ but
idlift does. Analogously, one has
θB0 = θE −Bver0 = (eα)hor ∧ (eα)ver −Bver0 (2.5)
for the Poisson tensor corresponding to the gauged Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 . This simple obser-
vation will be crucial for the Fedosov construction of a star product on E∗.
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3 The Fedosov construction
The aim of this section is to obtain deformation quantizations for the linear Poisson bracket
on E∗ and the Poisson brackets arising from gauge transformations by dE-closed E-two forms
in a geometric fashion using a variant of Fedosov’s construction. Since Fedosov’s construction
is by now a very well-known approach to deformation quantization, which has been adapted to
many contexts as e.g. [27, 5, 4, 3, 39], we can be brief. The version we are interested in resembles
very much the approach of [4, Section 3] for cotangent bundles.
Since a star product on E∗ is completely fixed by its values on Pol•(E∗) and since Pol•(E∗) ∼=
S•(E) via J, we will construct a deformation of the latter. We consider
W• ⊗ S• ⊗ Λ• =
∞∏
k=0
∞⊕
`=0
Γ∞
(
SkE∗ ⊗ S`E ⊗ Λ•E∗)[[λ]], (3.1)
where we shall always use the sections of the complexified bundles in view of applications in
physics. Note however, that in the following replacing the combination iλ by ν yields an entirely
real construction in the rescaled formal parameter ν. Then W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ is an associative C[[λ]]-
algebra with respect to the symmetric/anti-symmetric tensor product µ.
The three gradings in (3.1) give rise to degree derivations which we denote by degs for the
S•E∗-degree, degver for the S•E-degree, and dega for the Λ•E∗-degree, respectively. Moreover,
we have the λ-degree degλ = λ
∂
∂λ . Using the symmetric and anti-symmetric insertion derivations
we locally have
degs = (e
α⊗ 1⊗ 1) is(eα), degver = (1⊗ eα ⊗ 1) is(eα), and dega = (1⊗ 1⊗ eα) ia(eα).
Moreover, we shall use the total degree Deg = degs+degλ as well as the homogeneity operator
(or: λ-Euler derivation) H = degver +degλ. The product µ of W• ⊗ S• ⊗ Λ• is graded with
respect to all degree maps, i.e. degs, dega, degver, degλ and hence Deg and H are derivations.
Moreover, µ is super-commutative with respect to dega. The space of elements in W⊗ S⊗Λ of
total degree ≥ k will be denoted by Wk ⊗ S ⊗ Λ.
As usual in the Fedosov framework we consider the maps
δ = (1⊗ 1⊗ eα) is(eα) and δ∗ = (eα ⊗ 1⊗ 1) ia(eα)
together with δ−1, defined by δ−1a = 1k+`a for degs a = ka and dega a = `a if k + ` > 0 and
δ−1a = 0 otherwise. Moreover,
σ : W⊗ S⊗ Λ −→ S
denotes the projection onto the part of degs- and dega-degree 0. Then one has
δ2 = 0, (δ−1)2 = 0 and δδ−1 + δ−1δ + σ = id . (3.2)
The degrees of the maps δ and δ−1 are
[degs, δ] = −δ, [dega, δ] = δ, and [degλ, δ] = 0 = [degver, δ]
as well as
[degs, δ
−1] = δ−1, [dega, δ
−1] = −δ−1, and [degλ, δ−1] = 0 = [degver, δ−1].
In a next step, one deforms W⊗ S⊗ Λ using ‘κ-ordered’ deformations, explicitly given by
a ◦κ b = µ ◦ exp (−(1− κ)iλ is(eα)⊗ is(eα) + κiλ is(eα)⊗ is(eα)) (a⊗ b),
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where κ ∈ R denotes a real parameter. Note that ◦κ is globally well defined. We are mainly
interested in κ ∈ [0, 1]. Analogously to the case of cotangent bundles the products for κ = 0,
κ = 12 , and κ = 1 are referred to as standard-ordered, Weyl-ordered, and anti-standard-ordered
fibrewise product and are denoted by ◦0 = ◦Std, ◦ 1
2
= ◦Weyl, and ◦1 = ◦Std, respectively. By
the usual ‘commuting derivation’ argument, ◦κ is associative for all κ ∈ R. All these deformed
products quantize the same fibrewise (super-) Poisson structure {·, ·}fib.
The total degree Deg, the homogeneity operator H as well as dega are still derivations of ◦κ.
Moreover,
δ =
i
λ
adκ(1⊗ idE),
where we view idE ∈ Γ∞(End(E)) as an element in W0⊗ S1⊗Λ1 and adκ denotes the ◦κ-super-
commutator. Thus δ is a quasi-inner derivation and clearly δ(1⊗ idE) = 0.
Considering the fibrewise ‘Laplacian’ ∆fib defined by
∆fib = is(eα) is(eα)
we have the identity
∆fib ◦ µ = µ ◦ (∆fib ⊗ id+ is(eα)⊗ is(eα) + is(eα)⊗ is(eα) + id⊗∆fib) .
With this equation one can easily show that
Mκ′−κ = exp
(
iλ(κ′ − κ)∆fib
)
(3.3)
defines a fibrewise equivalence transformation from (W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ, ◦κ) to (W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ, ◦κ′). Note
that we have the commutation relations
[δ,∆fib] = [degλ,∆fib] = [dega,∆fib] = 0 and [degs,∆fib] = [degver,∆fib] = −∆fib.
The super-centre of ◦κ is described as follows:
Lemma 3.1. adκ(a) = 0 iff degs a = 0 = degver a, i.e. a ∈ Γ∞(Λ•E∗)[[λ]].
Now we choose a torsion-free E-connection ∇ which gives an exterior covariant derivative
D = (1⊗ 1⊗ eα)∇eα .
Then D is clearly globally well defined. Moreover, and this is remarkable compared to the usual
Fedosov approach, D is a super-derivation of ◦κ without any further assumptions. This is clear,
as ◦κ only involves natural pairings. The properties of D are easily determined and will be
summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. D is a super-derivation of ◦κ with [degs, D] = [degλ, D] = [degver, D] = 0, [dega, D]
= D, and [∆fib, D] = 0. Moreover,
D2 =
1
2
[D,D] = − i
λ
adκ(R) and [δ,D] = 0.
The curvature R ∈ W1 ⊗ S1 ⊗ Λ2 satisfies the Bianchi identities δR = 0 = DR. Moreover,
∆fibR ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗) is exact, i.e. there is an E-one-form Γ such that −∆fibR = dE Γ. Finally,
for B ∈ Γ∞(Λ•E∗) we have DB = dE B.
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Note that the lemma allows for some rather obvious modifications in case the E-connection
has torsion analogous to [28, 37].
Now, one makes the usual ansatz
Dκ = −δ +D + i
λ
adκ(rκ)
with an element rκ ∈ W1 ⊗ S ⊗ Λ1. Clearly, Dκ is a super-derivation of ◦κ, and we want to
find rκ such that D2κ = 0. A direct computation yields that
D2κ =
i
λ
adκ
(
−δrκ +Drκ + i
λ
rκ ◦κ rκ −R
)
,
which vanishes iff −δrκ +Drκ + iλrκ ◦κ rκ −R is a central element in W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ2. This is the
case iff there is a formal series of two-forms B ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗)[[λ]] with
δrκ −Drκ − i
λ
rκ ◦κ rκ +R = B.
Since [Dκ, [Dκ,Dκ]] = 0 by the super-Jacobi identity the necessary condition for this equation
to be solvable is DκB = dE B = 0.
After these preparations one is in the position to prove the following theorem in analogy to
[17, Theorem 3.2] and [18, Theorem 5.2.2]:
Theorem 3.3. For every formal series B =
∑∞
j=0 λ
jBj ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗)[[λ]] of dE-closed E-two-
forms there exists a unique element rκ ∈W1 ⊗ S ⊗ Λ1 such that
δrκ = Drκ +
i
λ
rκ ◦κ rκ −R+B and δ−1rκ = 0. (3.4)
Moreover, rκ satisfies
rκ = δ−1
(
Drκ +
i
λ
rκ ◦κ rκ −R+B
)
(3.5)
from which rκ can be determined recursively. In this case the Fedosov derivation
Dκ = −δ +D + i
λ
adκ(rκ) (3.6)
is a ◦κ-super-derivation of Λ•E∗-degree +1 and has square zero: D2κ = 0.
The proof follows the standard line of argument with the only exception that thanks to our
particular gradings also B0 6= 0 is possible.
Before investigating the structure of ker(Dκ) ∩W ⊗ S we note that the Dκ-cohomology is
trivial on elements a with positive Λ•E∗-degree since one has the following homotopy formula
DκD
−1
κ a+D
−1
κ Dκa+
1
id−[δ−1, D + iλ adκ(rκ)]
σ(a) = a, (3.7)
where
D−1κ a = −δ−1
(
1
id−[δ−1, D + iλ adκ(rκ)]
a
)
for all a ∈W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ (cf. [18, Theorem 5.2.5]). Clearly, (3.7) is a deformation of (3.2).
The next step in Fedosov’s construction now consists in establishing a bijection between the
elements a of W ⊗ S with Dκa = 0 and S, which can be done as in [17, Theorem 3.3] or [18,
Theorem 5.2.4].
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Theorem 3.4. Let Dκ = −δ + D + iλ adκ(rκ) : W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ• −→ W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ•+1 be given as
in (3.6) with rκ as in (3.4).
i) Then for any s ∈ S = S•(E)[[λ]] = ⊕∞`=0 Γ∞(S`E)[[λ]] there exists a unique element
τκ(s) ∈ ker(Dκ) ∩W ⊗ S such that
σ(τκ(s)) = s
and τκ : S −→ ker(Dκ) ∩W ⊗ S is C[[λ]]-linear and referred to as the Fedosov–Taylor
series corresponding to Dκ.
ii) In addition τκ(s) is given by
τκ(s) =
1
id−[δ−1, D + iλ adκ(rκ)]
s
or can be determined recursively from
τκ(s) = s+ δ−1
(
Dτκ(s) +
i
λ
adκ(rκ)τκ(s)
)
. (3.8)
iii) Since Dκ as constructed above is a ◦κ-super-derivation and since ker(Dκ) ∩ W ⊗ S is
a ◦κ-subalgebra, a new associative product ∗κ for S that deforms the symmetric product is
defined by pull-back of ◦κ via τκ:
s ∗κ t = σ(τκ(s) ◦κ τκ(t)).
In the following we shall refer to the associative product ∗κ defined above as the κ-ordered
E-Fedosov product (corresponding to (∇, B)).
Clearly, from the associative deformation above S•(E) inherits the structure of a Poisson
algebra by the term occurring in the first order iλ of the ∗κ-commutator. As a first result we
prove that the corresponding Poisson bracket {·, ·}∗κ coincides with the one induced on S•(E)
by pull-back of {·, ·}B0 via J.
Proposition 3.5. For all s, t ∈ S•(E) we have
s ∗κ t = st+ iλ
(
−(1− κ) is(eα)s∇eαt+ κ∇eαs is(eα)t− 12B0(eα, eβ) is(eα)s is(eβ)t
)
+O(λ2).
In particular, this implies that the induced Poisson bracket on S•(E) is given by
{s, t}∗κ = ∇eαs is(eα)t− is(eα)s∇eαt−B0(eα, eβ) is(eα)s is(eβ)t = J−1{J(s), J(t)}B0 .
In case B0 = 0 we therefore have {s, t}∗κ = J−1{J(s), J(t)}E.
Proof. By straightforward computation using that σ commutes with is(α) for all α ∈ Γ∞(E∗)
one finds
s ∗κ t = st− (1− κ)iλ is(eα)s is(eα)τκ(t)1cl + κiλ is(eα)τκ(s)1cl is(eα)t+O(λ2),
where τκ(t)1cl denotes the term of S
•E∗-degree 1 of the classical part of τκ(t). From equation (3.8)
one finds that τκ(t)1cl satisfies
τκ(t)1cl = δ
−1 (Dt+ is(eα)r0κ,cl is(eα)τκ(t)1cl − is(eα)t is(eα)r1κ,cl) ,
where again cl refers to the classical part and the upper index indicates the S•E∗-degree. But
from (3.5) it is evident that r0κ,cl = 0 which in turn implies that r
1
κ,cl = δ
−1B0. Therefore
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we explicitly get τ(t)1cl = δ
−1 (Dt− 12 is(eβ)t ia(eβ)B0) = (1 ⊗ eα) (∇eαt+ 12B0(eα, eβ) is(eβ)t).
Together with the above expression for s ∗κ t this implies the first statement of the proposition.
For the proof of the formula for {s, t}∗κ it suffices to check the statement on the generators
of S•(E), i.e. on functions u, v ∈ C∞(M) and on s, t ∈ Γ∞(E). But this is straightforward
using the properties of a torsion-free E-connection. This fact can also directly be read off the
formulas (2.4) and (2.5). 
Clearly, the products ∗κ give rise to star products ?κ on Pol•(E∗)[[λ]] by defining
f ?κ g = J(J−1(f) ∗κ J−1(g))
for f, g ∈ Pol•(E∗)[[λ]]. According to Proposition 3.5 this is a deformation in the direction of
the Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 . But in order to be able to extend the latter product to a star
product on C∞(E∗)[[λ]] one additionally has to show that on Pol•(E∗)[[λ]] the product ?κ can
be described by bidifferential operators (cf. the discussion in [4, Section 3]).
Proposition 3.6. Writing the term of total degree k ∈ N in τκ(t) for t ∈ S•(E) = Γ∞(S•E) as
τκ(t)(k) =
∑k
`=0
(
λ
i
)k−`
τκ(t)(k),` with τκ(t)(k),` ∈ Γ∞
(
S`E∗ ⊗ S•E) one has that the mapping
t 7→ τκ(t)(k),`
is a differential operator of order k for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ k.
Proof. For the proof we use the usual algebraic definition of differential operators on appropri-
ate subspaces of the S•(E) = Γ∞(S•E) (left) module
∏∞
k=0 Γ
∞ (SkE∗ ⊗ S•E ⊗ Λ•E∗) that take
their values again in some subspace of
∏∞
k=0 Γ
∞ (SkE∗ ⊗ S•E ⊗ Λ•E∗), see e.g. [43]. Clearly,
this definition also applies to differential operators on the algebra S•(E) with values in some sub-
space of the S•(E) (left) module
∏∞
k=0 Γ
∞ (SkE∗ ⊗ S•E ⊗ Λ•E∗). With this notion it is evident
that δ−1 is a differential operator of order 0 since it commutes with all (left) multiplications by
elements of S•(E). Likewise, is(s) is a differential operator of order 0 for all s ∈ Γ∞(E). Further-
more, D as well as is(α) for α ∈ Γ∞(E∗) are differential operators of order 1 since the respective
commutators with (left) multiplications by elements of S•(E) are given by (left) multiplications,
which are by definition differential operators of order 0. Moreover, we use the well-known fact
that composing two differential operators of order k and k′ the result is a differential operator
of order k+ k′. After these preparations the proof of the proposition is a rather straightforward
induction on the total degree. It is trivial that t 7→ τκ(t)(0) = t is a differential operator of
order 0. Now let us assume that we have shown that for j = 0, . . . , k we have that t 7→ τκ(t)(j)
consists of differential operators of order j. Using the recursion formula (3.8) for τκ(t) and
observing the respective total degree of the involved elements it is lengthy but straightforward
to show that
τκ(t)(k+1) = δ−1Dτκ(t)(k)
+δ−1
(
k∑
`=0
k−∑`
j=0
`+1∑
m=1
(
λ
i
)j+m−1 (1− κ)j(−κ)m
j!m!
is(eα1) · · · is(eαj ) is(eβ1) · · · is(eβm)r(`+1)κ
is(eα1) · · · is(eαj ) is(eβ1) · · · is(eβm)τκ(t)(k−`)
)
−δ−1
(
k∑
`=0
`+1∑
j=1
k−∑`
m=0
(
λ
i
)j+m−1 (1− κ)j(−κ)m
j!m!
is(eα1) · · · is(eαj ) is(eβ1) · · · is(eβm)τκ(t)(k−`)
is(eα1) · · · is(eαj ) is(eβ1) · · · is(eβm)r(`+1)κ
)
.
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Since δ−1 is a differential operator of order 0 and D is a differential operator of order 1 the
induction hypotheses yields that t 7→ δ−1Dτκ(t)(k) only contains differential operators of order
at most k + 1. Furthermore, from the fact that t 7→ is(eβ1) · · · is(eβm)τκ(t)(k−`) only contains
differential operators of order at most k − ` + m and observing that the sum over m in the
second summand runs from 1 to ` + 1 the order of the differential operators occurring in the
second term is at most k+1. Here we additionally have used that multiplications with elements
in
∏∞
k=0 Γ
∞ (SkE∗ ⊗ S•E ⊗ Λ•E∗) are of order 0 and that the symmetric insertions of sections
in E are of order 0 also. The same line of argument applied to the third summand in τκ(t)(k+1)
yields that this part of the Fedosov Taylor series only consists in differential operators of order
k + 1 proving the assertion by induction. 
After these preparations we can state the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.7. For all κ ∈ R and all dE-closed B ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗)[[λ]] one has:
i) For all s, t ∈ S•(E) the product ∗κ can be written as
s ∗κ t =
∞∑
k=0
λkDk(s, t),
where Dk : S•(E) × S•(E) −→ S•(E) is a bidifferential operator of order k in both argu-
ments.
ii) For all f, g ∈ Pol•(E∗) the product ?κ is given by
f ?κ g =
∞∑
k=0
λkCk(f, g) =
∞∑
k=0
λkJ(Dk(J−1(f), J−1(g))),
where Ck : Pol•(E∗) × Pol•(E∗) −→ Pol•(E∗) is a bidifferential operator of order k in
both arguments. Hence ?κ extends in a unique way to a star product on C∞(E∗)[[λ]] with
respect to the Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 which is in addition natural in the sense of [25].
Proof. For the proof of the first statement an easy computation expressing s ∗κ t by means of
τκ(s)(m),` and τκ(t)(k−m),`
′
as in Proposition 3.6 yields
Dk(s, t) = (−i)k
k∑
m=0
k−m∑
`′=0
m∑
`=0
(1− κ)`′(−κ)`
`!`′!
is(eα1) · · · is(eα`′ ) is(eβ1) · · · is(eβ`)τκ(s)(m),`
is(eβ1) · · · is(eβ`) is(eα1) · · · is(eα`′ )τκ(t)(k−m),`
′
.
Now according to Proposition 3.6 the map s 7→ is(eα1) · · · is(eα`′ )τκ(s)(m),` is a differential ope-
rator of order m + `′ and t 7→ is(eβ1) · · · is(eβ`)τκ(t)(k−m),`′ is a differential operator of order
k −m+ `. Observing that the sum over `′ runs from 0 to k −m and that the sum over ` runs
from 0 to m it is then obvious that the highest order of differentiation occurring in Dk(s, t)
is k in both arguments proving i). The first part of the second statement is trivial since J is
an isomorphism between the undeformed associative algebras S•(E) and Pol•(E∗). The last
part of the second statement follows from the fact that bidifferential operators on C∞(E∗) are
completely determined by their values on Pol•(E∗). 
Remark 3.8. Because of the statements of the preceding theorem it is sufficient to prove
properties of ?κ on Pol•(E∗) in order to show that they actually hold on all of C∞(E∗). This
observation drastically simplifies many of the further investigations in the following sections.
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4 Further properties of ?κ
In this section we shall first find necessary conditions on the data determining the star prod-
ucts ?κ that guarantee that these products are homogeneous in the sense of Definition 1.1. These
star products are of particular interest since the results of Section 7 about the trace functional
apply. Moreover, we will show that the recursion formula for the element rκ determining the
Fedosov derivation drastically simplifies due to the special shape of the fibrewise product ◦κ and
provides some rather explicit formulas. In particular, we explicitly compute the star products of
an arbitrary function f ∈ C∞(E∗) with the pull-back pi∗u of a function u ∈ C∞(M) proving that
among our star products ?κ there are star products of (anti-)standard-ordered type. Finally, we
find conditions on which the constructed star products are of Weyl type.
Proposition 4.1. Let κ ∈ R.
i) The element rκ ∈W1⊗S⊗Λ1 constructed in Theorem 3.3 satisfies H rκ = rκ iff degλB =
B, which is the case iff B = λB1. In this case, H commutes with Dκ implying that
H τκ(s) = τκ(H s) for all s ∈ S which in turn shows that
H(s ∗κ t) = (H s) ∗κ t+ s ∗κ (H t) (4.1)
holds for all s, t ∈ S.
ii) In case B satisfies degλB = B the star product ?κ on C∞(E∗)[[λ]] obtained from the
Fedosov construction is homogeneous, i.e.
H(f ?κ g) = (H f) ?κ g + f ?κ (H g) (4.2)
for all f, g ∈ C∞(E∗)[[λ]].
Proof. Part ii) is obvious from the observation that H = J ◦H ◦J−1 and the very definition
of ?κ. One just has to observe that the identity (4.2) is an equation between (bi)differential
operators which is satisfied in case it is satisfied on all of Pol•(E∗) which is the case according
to part i). Thus we are left with the proof of the first part of the proposition. Applying H to
the equations determining rκ and combining the resulting equations with the original ones one
gets δ−1(H rκ − rκ) = 0 and δ(H rκ − rκ) = D(H rκ − rκ) + iλ adκ(rκ)(H rκ − rκ) + degλB −B.
Therefore H rκ = rκ evidently implies degλB = B. Vice versa supposing degλB = B the above
identities combine to H rκ − rκ = δ−1(D(H rκ − rκ) + iλ adκ(rκ)(H rκ − rκ)) which is a fixed
point equation with a unique solution that trivially is solved by zero and hence H rκ = rκ.
Using that H is a derivation of ◦κ it is straightforward to verify that in this case [H,Dκ] = 0.
Applying this identity to τκ(s) one finds Dκ(H τκ(s)) = 0 and therefore using Theorem 3.4 we
have H τκ(s) = τκ(σ(H τκ(s))) = τκ(H s), where the last equality follows from the fact that σ
commutes with H. Finally, equation (4.1) is a direct consequence of the very definition of ∗κ
and the identity for H τκ(s) just shown. 
Now we turn to the more detailed consideration of the recursion formulas for rκ.
Proposition 4.2. Let κ ∈ R.
i) For all dE-closed B ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗)[[λ]] the element rκ ∈ W1 ⊗ S ⊗ Λ1 is of S•E-degree at
most 1 and is determined by the simplified recursion formula
rκ = δ−1 (Drκ + is(eα)rκ is(eα)rκ −R+B) . (4.3)
In particular, this shows that rκ is actually independent of κ. Henceforth we thus can
neglect the additional index κ and write r for rκ.
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ii) For all B as above r can be written as r = r0 + r1. Here r1 denotes the solution of (3.4)
for B = 0, which is homogeneous of S•E-degree 1 and r0, which is homogeneous of S•E-
degree 0 and explicitly given by
r0 =
1
id−δ−1 (D + is(eα)r1 is(eα))δ
−1B =
1
id− [δ−1, D + is(eα)r1 is(eα)]δ
−1B. (4.4)
In particular, r0 depends linearly on B.
Proof. We prove assertion i) by induction on the total degree. From the recursion formula (3.5)
we find r(1)κ = δ−1B0, r
(2)
κ = δ−1(Dr
(1)
κ + iλr
(1)
κ ◦κ r(1)κ −R+ λB1) and
r(k+1)κ = δ
−1
(
Dr(k)κ +
i
λ
k∑
`=1
r(`)κ ◦κ r(k+1−`)κ + λkBk
)
for k ≥ 2. Obviously, r(1)κ is of S•E-degree 0. Using this observation together with the explicit
shape for ◦κ yields r(2)κ = δ−1(Dr(1)κ −R+λB1) which is easily seen to be of S•E-degree at most 1.
Now assume that we already have shown that r(j)κ is of S•E-degree at most 1 for j = 1, . . . , k,
then again use of the explicit shape of ◦κ yields by straightforward computation that
r(k+1)κ = δ
−1
(
Dr(k)κ +
k∑
`=1
is(eα)r(`)κ is(eα)r
(k+1−`)
κ + λ
kBk
)
.
But this expression is obviously of S•E-degree at most 1 in case r(1)κ , . . . , r
(k)
κ are. Recollecting the
terms of each total degree into one element rκ finally shows the simplified recursion formula (4.3).
According to i) we can write r = r0 + r1, where r0 and r1 are homogeneous of S•E-degree 0
and 1. Inserting this decomposition into the above recursion formula yields considering the
parts of degree 1 and 0 separately r1 = δ−1(Dr1 + is(eα)r1 is(eα)r1 − R), which coincides with
the equation for r in case B = 0, and r0 = δ−1(Dr0 + is(eα)r1 is(eα)r0 + B). This equation is
uniquely solved by (4.4). 
Remark 4.3. One should note, that the homogeneity of r1 according to Proposition 4.1, i.e.
H r1 = r1 together with the fact that degver r1 = r1 directly implies that degλ r1 = 0, i.e. r1 is
purely classical. Furthermore, the above proposition shows that r decomposes into one classical
part r1 that is independent of B and another non-classical part r0 that completely encodes the
dependence of r on B.
To write down the explicit formulas for the ?κ-product with a function pi∗u the following
notions turn out to be very useful. By D : Γ∞(S•E∗) −→ Γ∞(S•+1E∗) we denote the operator
of symmetric E-covariant derivation
D = eα∇eα .
For functions u ∈ C∞(M) and one-forms α ∈ Γ∞(E∗) we define the algebraic differential
operators F(u) and F(α) on S•(E) by
F(u)t = ut and F(α)t = is(α)t
and extend the map F to a homomorphism from S•(E∗) =
⊕∞
k=0 Γ
∞(SkE∗) to the algebraic
differential operators on S•(E). For obvious reasons we sometimes refer to the operators in the
image of F as fibre derivatives, see [2] for a motivation. Analogously, we define F(u)f = pi∗uf
and F(α)f = Lαver f for f ∈ C∞(E∗) and extend F to a homomorphism from S•(E∗) to the
differential operators on C∞(E∗). Clearly, for all α ∈ S•(E∗) we therefore have the relation
J−1 ◦ F(α) ◦ J = F(α).
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Proposition 4.4. For all choices of dE-closed B ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗)[[λ]] one has:
i) The star products ?Std resp. ?Std are of standard-ordered type resp. anti-standard-ordered
type in the sense that
pi∗u ?Std f = pi∗uf and f ?Std pi∗u = fpi∗u (4.5)
for all u ∈ C∞(M)[[λ]] and all f ∈ C∞(E∗)[[λ]]. Equivalently, ?Std (resp. ?Std) differentia-
tes the first (resp. second) argument only in fibre directions.
ii) The Fedosov–Taylor series of u ∈ C∞(M)[[λ]] is explicitly given by
τκ(u) = exp(D)u.
iii) In addition, the ?κ-left and ?κ-right multiplications with pi∗u can be expressed as
pi∗u ?κ f = F (exp (κiλD)u) f and f ?κ pi∗u = F (exp (−(1− κ)iλD)u) f. (4.6)
Consequently, for all u ∈ C∞(M)[[λ]] one has
ad?κ(pi
∗u) = F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
D
dE u
)
.
iv) For all ?κ the functions pi∗C∞(M)[[λ]] are a subalgebra with ?κ being the undeformed
commutative product.
Proof. Assertion i) follows from u ∗Std t = σ(τStd(u) ◦Std τStd(t)) = σ((σ(τStd(u))) ◦Std τStd(t)) =
σ(u◦Std τStd(t)) = σ(uτStd(t)) = ut, where the second equality is due to the explicit shape of ◦Std.
Observe that one does not need to know τStd(u) in order to prove this statement. Analogously
one shows t ∗Std u = tu for all u ∈ C∞(M)[[λ]] and all t ∈ S. From the very definitions
of ?Std and ?Std we can therefore conclude that the equations (4.5) hold since they hold on
Pol•(E∗)[[λ]]. The second statement follows using associativity. For the proof of ii) we just
have to show that exp(D)u = u+ δ−1
(
D exp(D)u+ iλ adκ(r) exp(D)u
)
, which is straightforward
observing that for all a ∈ W with degs a = ka we have δ−1Da = 1k+1Da and δ−1 iλ adκ(r)a =
δ−1(is(eα)r is(eα)a) = 0, where the second to last equality is a consequence of the explicit shape
of ◦κ and Proposition 4.2 i). Moreover, we have used that δ−1r = 0 according to (3.4). The
first statement in iii) follows using ii) similarly to the computation in i)
u ∗κ t = σ(τκ(u) ◦κ τκ(t))
=
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(κiλ)k is(eα1) · · · is(eαk)
1
k!
Dku is(eα1) · · · is(eαk)t
= F (exp (κiλD)u) t.
From this equation and the relation between F and F we conclude the first equation in (4.6).
The proof of the second equation for the right-multiplication with pi∗u is completely analogous.
The last assertion in iii) then follows from the combination of the equations for pi∗u ?κ f and
f ?κ pi
∗u observing Du = dE u. Finally, iv) is a direct consequence of iii). 
We conclude this section noting that – in case B has been chosen appropriately – the star
products ?Weyl are in fact of Weyl type, i.e. the complex conjugation C as well as the λ-parity
operator P = (−1)degλ are anti-automorphisms of ?Weyl (cf. [38]). Note that we consider the
formal parameter λ as real and hence define Cλ = λ.
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Proposition 4.5. For ?Weyl = ? 1
2
we have the following statements:
i) In case CB = B the star product ?Weyl is Hermitian, i.e. C(f ?Weyl g) = (Cg) ?Weyl (Cf) for
all f, g ∈ C∞(E∗)[[λ]].
ii) In case PB = B the star product ?Weyl has the λ-parity property, i.e. P(f ?Weyl g) =
(Pg) ?Weyl (Pf) for all f, g ∈ C∞(E∗)[[λ]].
iii) In case CB = B = PB the star product ?Weyl is of Weyl type.
Proof. For the proof of i) we first note that C(a ◦Weyl b) = (−1)kl(Cb) ◦Weyl (Ca) for all a ∈
W ⊗ S ⊗ Λk, b ∈ W ⊗ S ⊗ Λl. With CB = B and this property it is straightforward to
show that Cr satisfies the same equations as r and hence Cr = r by the uniqueness of the
solution of (3.4). Therefore C commutes with DWeyl implying CτWeyl(s) = τWeyl(Cs) for all s ∈ S.
From this equation and the behaviour of ◦Weyl with respect to complex conjugation the identity
C(s ∗Weyl t) = (Ct) ∗Weyl (Cs) for all s, t ∈ S is obvious implying the assertion. The proof of ii)
is completely analogous to that of i) replacing C by P and iii) is just the combination of i)
and ii). 
5 Equivalence transformations
In this section we will explicitly construct isomorphisms or equivalence transformations, respec-
tively, relating the star products obtained for different values κ and κ′ of the ordering parameter,
different torsion-free E-connections ∇ and ∇′, and from cohomologous E-two-forms B and B′.
We begin with the construction of isomorphisms between products ∗κ and ∗′κ obtained using
the same ordering parameter κ, the same E-connection∇ and different but cohomologous formal
series B and B′ of dE-closed E-two-forms. We look for an automorphism Ah of (W⊗ S⊗Λ, ◦κ)
of the form
Ah = exp
(
− i
λ
adκ(h)
)
with h ∈W1 and σ(h) = 0 (5.1)
such that
D′κ = AhDκA−h.
In case we can find such a fibrewise automorphism the map Ih : S −→ S which is defined by
Ih(s) = σ (Ahτκ(s)) (5.2)
turns out to be an isomorphism from ∗κ to ∗′κ since the relation between the Fedosov derivations
implies that Ahτκ(s) = τ ′κ(Ihs) holds for all s ∈ S. Now by a direct computation one finds that
AhDκA−h = Dκ + iλ adκ
(
exp(− iλ adκ(h))−id
− i
λ
adκ(h)
Dκh
)
which is equal to D′κ iff
i
λ
adκ
(
r − r′ + exp
(− iλ adκ(h))− id
− iλ adκ(h)
Dκh
)
= 0.
By Lemma 3.1, this is the case iff there is a formal series of E-one-forms A such that
r − r′ + exp
(− iλ adκ(h))− id
− iλ adκ(h)
Dκh = −A.
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Now using that h is of S•E-degree 0 together with Proposition 4.2 i) it is easy to show that Dκh
is also of S•E-degree 0 which implies that the above equation reduces to
Dκh = r′ − r −A, (5.3)
since W ⊗ S0 ⊗ Λ is a super-commutative subalgebra of (W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ, ◦κ). Applying Dκ to this
equation, we get using the equations for r and r′ that the necessary condition for the solvability
of this equation is that A satisfies
B −B′ = dE A.
But this is also sufficient since the Dκ-cohomology is trivial on elements with positive Λ•E∗-
degree and the solution hA is explicitly given by hA = D−1κ (r′ − r − A). We thus have shown
the first part of the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let ∗κ and ∗′κ be Fedosov products on S obtained using the same E-connection
and different but cohomologous dE-closed E-two-forms B and B′.
i) In case A satisfies B − B′ = dE A there is a uniquely determined element hA ∈ W1 with
σ(hA) = 0 such that DκhA = r′ − r −A namely
hA = D−1κ (r
′ − r −A).
With the so-constructed hA one has D′κ = AhADκA−hA and thus IA = IhA according to
equation (5.2) defines an algebra isomorphism from (S, ∗κ) to (S, ∗′κ).
ii) The above element hA ∈W1 is explicitly given by
hA =
exp(D)− id
D
A,
where the formal series of E-one-forms A is considered as a one-form in the symmetric
part of W⊗S⊗Λ, i.e. as element of W1. Moreover, the isomorphism IA takes the concrete
form
IAs = exp
(
F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
iλD
A
))
s
for s ∈ S.
iii) The map IA defined by
IA = Φ∗A0 ◦ exp
(
F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
iλD
A−A0
))
, (5.4)
where A0 denotes the classical part of A and ΦA0 : E
∗ −→ E∗ denotes the fibre translating
diffeomorphism defined by
ΦA0(αq) = αq +A0(q),
provides an isomorphism from (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?′κ).
iv) In case degλB = B and degλB′ = B′, we can choose A such that degλA = A, too. Then
IA is homogeneous, i.e. IAH = HIA.
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Proof. For the proof of the second part we have to evaluate D−1κ (r′− r−A) using the concrete
shape of the homotopy operator D−1κ explicitly. Since [δ−1, [δ−1, D +
i
λ adκ(r)]] = 0 the terms
involving r′ − r vanish due to δ−1r = 0 = δ−1r′ yielding hA = 1id−[δ−1,D+ i
λ
adκ(r)]
A, where A
is viewed as element in W1. But as [δ−1, D + iλ adκ(r)] preserves W and [δ
−1, iλ adκ(r)] even
vanishes on W we get hA = 1id−[δ−1,D]A =
exp(D)−id
D A where in the last step we have used that
[δ−1, D]a = 1k+1Da for all a ∈ W with degs a = ka and have explicitly computed the geometric
series. For the detailed computation of IAs we first note that σ(adκ(a)b) = σ(adκ(a)σ(b)) for all
a ∈W ⊗ S0 ⊗Λ and all b ∈W ⊗ S ⊗Λ because of the explicit shape of ◦κ. Repeated use of this
identity yields IAs = exp
(
− iλσ ◦ adκ
(
exp(D)−id
D A
))
s. A further straightforward computation
shows that
σ
(
adκ
(
exp(D)− id
D
A
)
s
)
= F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
D
A
)
s
for all s ∈ S proving the formula for IA. Evidently, from the very definition of ?κ and ?′κ the map
IA = J ◦ IA ◦ J−1 defines an isomorphism from (Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?′κ). But as
A starts in order 0 of the formal parameter the so-obtained map cannot be continued to a well-
defined map on all of C∞(E∗)[[λ]] without being suitably rewritten. This trouble is caused by
the term exp(F(A0)) which is perfectly well defined on Pol•(E∗) but not on C∞(E∗). But on
Pol•(E∗) the map exp(F(A0)) coincides with the pull-back Φ∗A0 with the above fibre translating
diffeomorphism. Therefore on Pol•(E∗)[[λ]] the expression in equation (5.4) coincides with
J◦ IA ◦J−1 but it is moreover well defined on all of C∞(E∗)[[λ]]. With the usual argument, that
it suffices to verify identities relating the star products ?κ and ?′κ on polynomial functions in
order to prove them for all smooth functions, this implies that IA defines an isomorphism from
(C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?′κ). The last part is obvious. 
As a by-product of the above considerations and the formulas proven in Proposition 4.4 we
obtain a unique characterization of the (quasi-inner) derivations and (inner) self-equivalences
of ?κ that are in the image of F.
Corollary 5.2. The map
A 7→ F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
iλD
A
)
establishes a bijection between {A ∈ Γ∞(E∗)[[λ]] | dE A = 0} and Der(C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) ∩ im(F).
Since all self-equivalences of ?κ are of the form exp (iλD) with D ∈ Der(C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) this
also yields that all self-equivalences of ?κ that lie in im(F) have the form
exp
(
F
(
exp (κiλD)− exp (−(1− κ)iλD)
D
A
))
.
Moreover, the derivations obtained from A = dE u with u ∈ C∞(M)[[λ]] are of the form
− iλ ad?κ(pi∗u) and hence are quasi-inner. Analogously, the self-equivalences corresponding to
A = dE u are given by exp(ad?κ(pi∗u))f = epi
∗u ?κ f ?κ e−pi
∗u and hence are inner automor-
phisms.
Let us now construct an equivalence transformation from ?κ to ?′κ obtained from different
torsion-free E-connections ∇ and ∇′ but coinciding formal series of dE-closed E-forms B. We
begin with the comparison of the corresponding maps D and D′ on W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ. Evidently,
S∇−∇′(s, t) = ∇st−∇′st defines an element of Γ∞(S2E∗ ⊗ E) which we naturally can consider
as S∇−∇′ ∈W2 ⊗ S1. For T∇−∇′ = δS∇−∇′ ∈W1 ⊗ S1 ⊗ Λ1 we find:
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Lemma 5.3. With the definitions from above the following identities hold:
i)
D −D′ = − i
λ
adκ(T∇−∇′).
ii)
δT∇−∇′ = 0 and DT∇−∇′ = R−R′ − i
λ
T∇−∇′ ◦κ T∇−∇′ .
Proof. Part i) follows from an easy computation using the definition of T∇−∇′ and ◦κ. The
first statement in ii) is trivial since δ2 = 0 and the first formula involving R and R′ follows from
squaring the identity D′ = D + iλ adκ(T∇−∇′) and using the definitions of R and R
′. 
To construct an equivalence from ∗κ to ∗′κ we again try to find a fibrewise automorphism Ah
as in (5.1) such that D′κ = AhDκA−h with σ(h) = 0. As above this equation turns out to be
equivalent to
T∇−∇′ + r′ − r −
exp
(− iλ adκ(h))− id
− iλ adκ(h)
Dκh
being a central element in (W ⊗ S ⊗ Λ, ◦κ). The following proposition states the existence of
such an element and hence yields the desired equivalence from ?κ to ?′κ.
Proposition 5.4.
i) There is a uniquely determined element h∇−∇′ ∈W2 ⊗ S with σ(h∇−∇′) = 0 such that
T∇−∇′ + r′ − r −
exp
(− iλ adκ(h∇−∇′))− id
− iλ adκ(h∇−∇′)
Dκh∇−∇′ = 0, (5.5)
which can be determined recursively from
h∇−∇′ = δ−1
(
Dh∇−∇′ +
i
λ
adκ(r)h∇−∇′
− −
i
λ adκ(h∇−∇′)
exp
(− iλ adκ(h∇−∇′))− id(T∇−∇′ + r′ − r)
)
.
With the so-determined h∇−∇′ the map E∇−∇′ def ined by
E∇−∇′s = σ(Ah∇−∇′ τκ(s))
is an equivalence transformation from (S, ∗κ) to (S, ∗′κ).
ii) Moreover, h∇−∇′ is of S•E-degree at most 1 and hence it satisfies the simpler recursion
formula
h∇−∇′ = δ−1
(
Dh∇−∇′ − {r, h∇−∇′}fib
− {h∇−∇′ , ·}fib
exp ({h∇−∇′ , ·}fib)− id(T∇−∇
′ + r′ − r)
)
. (5.6)
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iii) E∇−∇′ induces an equivalence transformation from (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?′κ)
by the unique extension from Pol•(E∗)[[λ]] to C∞(E∗)[[λ]] of the equivalence transforma-
tion E∇−∇′ = J ◦ E∇−∇′ ◦ J−1 : (Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) −→ (Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?′κ).
iv) In case degλB = B we have Hh∇−∇′ = h∇−∇′ and hence E∇−∇′ is homogeneous.
Proof. Solving equation (5.5) for Dκh and applying Dκ one obtains by a straightforward but
cumbersome computation that the necessary condition for the solvability of this equation is
satisfied. But this also turns out to be sufficient since (3.2) applied to h yields the recursion
formula for h∇−∇′ which has a unique solution by the usual fixed point argument. For the so-
constructed h∇−∇′ it is evident that E∇−∇′ is an isomorphism as stated. Using Proposition 3.6
and the fact that h∇−∇′ ∈ W2 ⊗ S it is lenghty but not difficult to show that E∇−∇′ is in
fact a formal series of differential operators that starts with the identity. The proof of ii) is
a straightforward induction on the total degree using Proposition 4.2 i), the shape of T∇−∇′ ,
and the fact that the ◦κ-super-commutator of two elements that are of S•E-degree at most 1
is of S•E-degree at most 1, too, and equals iλ times the fibrewise Poisson bracket {·, ·}fib.
Assertion iii) is a direct consequence of the fact that E∇−∇′ is a formal series of differential
operators which is an equivalence between differential associative products on S. The last part
follows from Proposition 4.1 i) together with (5.6) since HT∇−∇′ = T∇−∇′ . 
Finally, we can now compare the star products ?κ and ?κ′ obtained from different ordering
parameters κ and κ′ but identical ∇ and B. Actually, here the procedure is a little more
involved since we do not only need a fibrewise automorphism but also the fibrewise equivalence
transformation Mκ′−κ from ◦κ to ◦κ′ defined in (3.3). We consider Dˆκ′ = Mκ′−κDκMκ−κ′
which is evidently a super-derivation of ◦κ′ with square 0. Using Proposition 4.2 i) and the
commutation relations for ∆fib we find
Dˆκ′ = Dκ′ + (κ− κ′) adκ′(∆fibr)
which in general is evidently different fromDκ′ . Therefore, we try to find A′h = exp
(− iλ adκ′(h))
with h ∈W2 and σ(h) = 0 such that A′hDˆκ′A′−h = Dκ′ since then analogously to the considera-
tions before we can explicitly define an equivalence transformation from (S, ∗κ) to (S, ∗κ′).
Proposition 5.5.
i) For every E-one-form Γ with dE Γ = −∆fibR and all κ, κ′ ∈ R there is a uniquely deter-
mined element hΓ,κ′−κ ∈W2 with σ(hΓ,κ′−κ) = 0 such that
Dκ′hΓ,κ′−κ = −iλ(κ′ − κ)(Γ + ∆fibr) (5.7)
namely hΓ,κ′−κ = −D−1κ′ (iλ(κ′ − κ)(Γ + ∆fibr)).
ii) With the element hΓ,κ′−κ constructed in i) one has Dκ′ = A′hΓ,κ′−κMκ′−κDκMκ−κ′A
′
hΓ,κ′−κ
and hence
NΓ,κ′−κs = σ
(
A′hΓ,κ′−κMκ′−κτκ(s)
)
(5.8)
defines an equivalence transformation from (S, ∗κ) to (S, ∗κ′).
iii) Finally, the map NΓ,κ′−κ = J ◦ NΓ,κ′−κ ◦ J−1 defines an equivalence transformation from
(Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (Pol•(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ′) that uniquely extends to an equivalence transfor-
mation from (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ) to (C∞(E∗)[[λ]], ?κ′).
iv) In case degλB = B, the equivalence transformation NΓ,κ′−κ is homogeneous.
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Proof. Using the shape of A′h which is a fibrewise automorphism of ◦κ′ we find that A′hDˆκ′A′−h
= Dκ′ iff
exp
(− iλ adκ′(h))− id
− iλ adκ′(h)
Dκ′h+ iλ(κ′ − κ)A′h∆fibr
is central. But now Dκ′h ∈W2 ⊗ S0 ⊗ Λ1 and ∆fibr ∈W ⊗ S0 ⊗ Λ1 together with the fact that
W⊗S0⊗Λ is a super-commutative subalgebra of (W⊗S⊗Λ, ◦κ′) imply that this is equivalent to
Dκ′h+ iλ(κ′ − κ)∆fibr = A,
with a formal series of E-one-forms A. Clearly, the necessary condition for the solvability of the
latter equation is Dκ′ (iλ(κ′ − κ)∆fibr) = dE A. In order to analyze this equation one applies
Mκ′−κ to the equation solved by r with the fibrewise product ◦κ and findsDκ′ (iλ(κ′ − κ)∆fibr) =
iλ(κ′ − κ)∆fibR. Note that here the fact that r does not depend on κ proven in Proposition 4.2
enters crucially. But since there is an E-one-form Γ with dE Γ = −∆fibR we can satisfy the above
condition choosing A = −iλ(κ′ − κ)Γ. Now again the homotopy operator D−1κ′ permits to write
down the unique solution hΓ,κ′−κ of (5.7). The assertion of ii) is then satisfied by construction of
hΓ,κ′−κ and part iii) follows again by the argument that NΓ,κ′−κ is a formal series of differential
operators starting with the identity. For the last part, note that ∆fibr = ∆fibr1 is classical
whence the right-hand side of (5.7) is homogeneous of degree one with respect to H. This
implies that hΓ,κ′−κ is homogeneous of degree one, too. Since Mκ′−κ commutes with H, the
result follows. 
Remark 5.6. From the above statements it follows that the only possible source for non-equi-
valent star products in our framework are non-trivial cohomology classes [B−B′] ∈ H2E(M)[[λ]].
Note however, that even for [B] 6= [B′] the resulting star products can be equivalent: let E = g
be an Abelian even-dimensional Lie algebra, viewed as Lie algebroid over {pt}. Choose B0 to be
a non-degenerate element in Λ2g∗, whence the Poisson bracket {·, ·}B0 is symplectic. Then any
B = B0 + λB1 and B′ = B0 + λB′1 are dE-closed and cohomologous only if B1 = B′1. Choosing
B1 6= B′1, the star products are still equivalent, as all symplectic star products on a vector space
are equivalent.
6 Relation to the universal enveloping algebra
Now we relate the deformed algebra of polynomial functions (Pol•(E∗)[λ], ?κ) for B = 0, viewed
as C[λ]-subalgebra thanks to Proposition 1.2, to the universal enveloping algebra U(E) of the
Lie algebroid E. First we recall the definition of U(E) according to Rinehart [42, Section 2]:
The C[λ]-module (C∞(M)⊕ Γ∞(E)) [λ] is a Lie algebra over C[λ] via
[(u, s), (v, t)] = −iλ (%(s)v − %(t)u, [s, t]E) .
Note that we have incorporated artificially the pre-factor iλ which will allow for easier com-
parison. In its (Lie algebraic) universal enveloping algebra U ((C∞(M)⊕ Γ∞(E)) [λ]) over
C[λ] one considers the two-sided ideal I generated by the relations (u, 0)  (0, s) − (0, us) and
(u, 0)  (v, 0) − (uv, 0), where  denotes the product of the universal enveloping algebra and
u, v ∈ C∞(M)[λ] and s ∈ Γ∞(E)[λ]. Then one defines
U(E) = U ((C∞(M)⊕ Γ∞(E)) [λ])/I.
The universal enveloping algebra U(E) (now in the Lie algebroid sense) is still filtered by the
number of factors from Γ∞(E). We denote byGr•(U(E)) the corresponding gradedC[λ]-module,
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i.e. Grk(U(E)) = Uk(E)
/
Uk−1(E), endowed with its canonical algebra structure. It turns out
that Gr•(U(E)) is a commutative unital C[λ]-algebra, which is immediate from the particular
form of the relations used in the definition of U(E). This algebra is still generated by C∞(M)[λ]
and Γ∞(E)[λ] and C∞(M)[λ] −→ Gr0(U(E)) turns out to be an algebra morphism. Thus
Gr•(U(E)) is a C∞(M)[λ]-algebra, generated by Γ∞(E)[λ]. Hence we have a canonical algebra
morphism
S•C∞(M)[λ] (Γ
∞(E)[λ]) = S•(E)[λ] −→ Gr•(U(E)) (6.1)
by the universal property of the symmetric algebra. Since Γ∞(E)[λ] is a projective C∞(M)[λ]-
module, which follows directly from the Serre–Swan theorem, it follows from [42, Theorem 3.1]
that (6.1) is in fact an isomorphism, i.e. one has a Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt like theorem. In
particular, we can identify u ∈ C∞(M)[λ] and s ∈ Γ∞(E)[λ] with their images in U(E).
Now consider S•(E)[λ] (or equivalently, Pol•(E∗)[λ]) with the (star) product ∗Weyl (or ?Weyl),
where we have to choose B = 0.
Proposition 6.1. For B = 0 we have
[u, v]∗Weyl = 0, [u, s]∗Weyl = iλ%(s)u, and [s, t]∗Weyl = −iλ[s, t]E (6.2)
for u, v ∈ C∞(M)[λ] and s, t ∈ Γ∞(E)[λ].
Proof. The first two statements are true by homogeneity, the last follows from homogeneity
and the Weyl type property. 
Remark 6.2. This proposition, transferred to Pol•(E∗), can be viewed as a covariance property
of ?Weyl under the Lie algebra action of C∞(M) o Γ∞(E) acting on C∞(E∗) via inner Poisson
derivations. Thus the map J, restricted to C∞(M) o Γ∞(E), can be considered as a quantum
momentum map.
Lemma 6.3. There exists a unique surjective unital C[λ]-linear algebra morphism
φ : U(E) −→ (S•(E)[λ], ∗Weyl)
with φ(u) = u and φ(s) = s for u ∈ C∞(M)[λ] and s ∈ Γ∞(E)[λ].
Proof. By (6.2) and the universal property of U(E) existence and uniqueness of such a mor-
phism are clear. The surjectivity follows since S•(E)[λ] is generated by C∞(M)[λ] and Γ∞(E)[λ]
by Proposition 1.2. 
Note also that S•(E)[λ] is no longer graded with respect to ∗Weyl but only filtered.
Lemma 6.4. The graded algebra Gr• (S•(E)[λ], ∗Weyl) is canonically isomorphic to the symmetric
algebra S•(E)[λ].
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2. 
Proposition 6.5. (S•(E)[λ], ∗Weyl) is isomorphic to U(E) via φ.
Proof. It remains to show that φ is injective. Here we can rely on the complete symbol calculus
for Lie algebroids as established in [40, Theorem 3] which is (as our construction) based on the
choice of a connection ∇. 
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Remark 6.6.
i) Since ∗Weyl converges trivially on S•(E)[λ] for any value λ = ~ ∈ C, we can also pass to
the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebroid where λ is replaced by ~. This finally
establishes the contact to the work of Nistor, Weinstein, and Xu [40].
ii) For the case E = g, the above construction reproduces the results of Gutt [22].
iii) For κ 6= 12 , we also obtain isomorphisms of (S•(E)[λ], ∗κ) with U(E) as all κ-ordered
products are equivalent via the explicit equivalence transformation (5.8), which preserves
the subspace S•(E)[λ] ⊆ S•(E)[[λ]] thanks to Proposition 5.5 iv).
Remark 6.7 (PBW Approach). One may wonder whether a choice of a PBW isomorphism
from the symmetric algebra S•(E)[λ] to the graded algebra Gr•(U(E)) can be used to give an
alternative construction of the star product ∗Weyl. This construction was proposed to us by one
of the referees. In fact, a posteriori Proposition 6.5 shows that this is possible by using the
isomorphism φ and its inverse described above. However, in this approach one would end up
with a deformation quantization of the symmetric algebra S•(E)[λ], even homogeneous, of which
it is a priori not clear whether it will extend to a differential star product on C∞(E∗)[[λ]]. The
point is that the choice of φ can also be made differently thereby immediately destroying the
property that the resulting product is bidifferential. Ultimately, the reason why it works with φ
is a rather involved combinatorial problem: in the Lie algebra case studied in [22] a detailed
analysis of the BCH series was necessary to prove this.
Example 6.8 (Non-differential PBW isomorphism). In [3] an explicit counter example
was given in the case of a cotangent bundle E∗ = T ∗R of the real line of a linear isomorphism
between S(E∗)[λ] and U(E) compatible with the filtering but not leading to a bidifferential star
product: in this case, the universal enveloping algebra is the algebra of differential operators
on R and a candidate for a linear isomorphism like φ−1 is a quantization map
% : Pol(T ∗R) −→ Diffop(R),
which is completely specified by its values on %(χpk) for χ ∈ C∞(R) and k ∈ N0 where p denotes
the coordinate along the fibers. Then using %(χpk) =
(
λ
i
)k
χ ∂
k
∂xk
for k 6= 2 but
%(χp2) = χ
(
−λ2 ∂
2
∂x2
+ λ
∂
∂x
)
yields an isomorphism such that the pulled back product is not bidifferential (but still homoge-
neous). In view of this counter example the property of ∗Weyl to be bidifferential is far from being
trivial. In fact, we are not aware of a simple proof of this fact, even for the above isomorphism φ.
In view of this example it remains challenging to show that one can obtain a bidifferential
star product for a particular (and geometrically motivated) choice of the PBW isomorphism.
One way to prove it independently of our construction is to use the pseudo-differential operator
approach of Nistor, Weinstein and Xu: in fact they discuss this construction in [40, Theorem 4]
on the level of polynomial functions. However, they do not prove explicitly that the resulting
star product is actually bidifferential. But using their integral formulas of the pseudo-differential
calculus one should be able to proceed as in the case of the tangent bundle and ordinary pseudo-
differential operators. In any case, one should note that their approach is much more analytic
than our Fedosov construction: in fact there are several possible generalizations of the Fedosov
construction to a completely algebraic framework not referring to underlying geometry at all.
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Remark 6.9. As it was mentioned to us by one of the referees, the dE-closed two-form B can be
used to obtain a central extension of the Lie algebroid E. For this Lie algebroid, say E˜, one can
use the construction for B = 0 and take an appropriate quotient later to get the deformation
quantization of the polynomials S•(E). However, here it seems to be even more difficult to
control whether the result is bidifferential or not. In fact, geometrically the quotient would
correspond to a restriction to a submanifold for which it is known that while Poisson structures
might be tangential it can happen that no (bidifferential) star product restricts, see the example
in [8]. Thus for this case, it seems to be unavoidable to use the above Fedosov machinery to
obtain a bidifferential star product.
Again, also in this case one might apply techniques from [40] in so far as the pseudo-differential
calculus may be extended to sections of certain line bundles over the base manifold. The resulting
star product for the symbols should then incorporate the Chern form of this line bundle as B.
Of course, this would limit the approach to integral two-forms. For the cotangent bundle case
this was shown to work in [2]. We plan to investigate this relation to representation theory of
the deformed algebras in some following work including the corresponding Morita theory.
In view of the above remarks one may wonder why one should impose the condition that
a star product is differential at all. In fact, there are interesting examples of “star products”
defined on polynomial functions on a cotangent bundle which are not differential but enjoy
other nice feature, see e.g. the projectively equivariant quantizations in [15]. However, many
constructions in deformation quantization rely heavily on the fact that star products are local
(and hence locally bidifferential) like e.g. the Cˇech cohomological approach to the classification
[23, 38] and to the existence and normalization of traces [24] to mention just a few.
7 The trace in the unimodular case
We shall now construct a trace functional for any homogeneous star product on E∗, in particular
for ?κ with the choice B = λB1 with B1 ∈ Γ∞(Λ2E∗), dE B1 = 0, for the case of a unimodular
Lie algebroid. To this end we first have to recall some results from [16] on the modular class, see
also [44, 32, 31] as well as [26] for a more algebraic approach. However, we shall use a slightly
different presentation.
For a Lie algebroid E there are essentially two ways of defining a divergence of s ∈ Γ∞(E):
if µ ∈ Γ∞(|Λn|T ∗M) is a positive density on M then we can define
divµ(s) =
1
µ
L%(s) µ ∈ C∞(M).
If ν ∈ Γ∞(|ΛN |E) is a positive E-density, we analogously can define
divν(s) =
1
ν
LEs ν ∈ C∞(M),
where we use the fact that the E-Lie derivative also acts on the E-densities in the usual way, see
e.g. [43, Section 2.2.5] for an elementary introduction to the calculus of densities. Alternatively,
and probably more familiar, one can use volume forms instead of densities, provided M as well
as E are orientable. For u, v ∈ C∞(M) and s, t ∈ Γ∞(E) we have the usual identities
divµ(us) = u divµ(s) + %(s)u, (7.1)
divevµ(s) = divµ(s) + %(s)v, (7.2)
divµ([s, t]E) = %(s) divµ(t)− %(t) divµ(s), (7.3)
divν(us) = u divν(s)− %(s)u, (7.4)
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divevν(s) = divν(s) + %(s)v, (7.5)
divν([s, t]E) = %(s) divν(t)− %(t) divν(s). (7.6)
Note the different signs in (7.1) and (7.4): this implies that the map
s 7→ tr ad(s) = divµ(s) + divν(s)
is C∞(M)-linear and hence tr ad ∈ Γ∞(E∗). From (7.3) and (7.6) we see that dE tr ad = 0 and
from (7.2) and (7.5) it follows that the dependence of tr ad on µ and ν is only via dE-exact terms
whence [tr ad] ∈ H1E(M) is a well-defined class [16]:
Definition 7.1 (Modular class). The class [tr ad] ∈ H1E(M) is called the modular class of E
and E is called unimodular if [tr ad] = 0.
In fact, tr ad can be seen as the ‘trace of the adjoint representation’, even though in general
the adjoint representation ‘ad’ is not really defined in the sense of a Lie algebroid representation.
In the unimodular case we can find µ and ν such that tr ad(s) = 0 for all s ∈ Γ∞(E).
In [16] the modular class of a Poisson manifold (M, θ) was related to the modular class of
the corresponding Lie algebroid T ∗M induced by θ as in Example 2.1 iii). Here we shall give
yet another interpretation of tr ad in terms of the Poisson manifold E∗. To this end we first
construct a density on E∗ out of µ and ν in the following way. With respect to local coordinates
(q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pN ) induced by coordinates x1, . . . , xn onM and local basis sections e1, . . . , eN
of E, we define
(µ⊗ ν)
(
∂
∂q1
, . . . ,
∂
∂qn
,
∂
∂p1
, . . . ,
∂
∂pN
)
= pi∗µ
(
∂
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂
∂xn
)
pi∗ν
(
e1, . . . , eN
)
.
The following lemma is a simple computation using the transformation properties of densities.
Lemma 7.2. µ⊗ ν ∈ Γ∞(|Λn+N |T ∗E∗) is a globally well-defined positive density on E∗.
Lemma 7.3. Let Ω ∈ Γ∞(|Λn+N |T ∗E∗) be a positive density on E∗. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
i) Ω is constant along the fibres.
ii) There exist positive densities µ ∈ Γ∞(|Λn|T ∗M) and ν ∈ Γ∞(|ΛN |E) such that Ω = µ⊗ ν.
iii) Lξ Ω = NΩ.
Proof. Assume i) and choose some positive densities µ˜ ∈ Γ∞(|Λn|T ∗M) and ν ∈ Γ∞(|ΛN |E).
Then we can write Ω = fµ˜⊗ν with f ∈ C∞(E∗) and Ω is constant along the fibres. Thus f = pi∗u
with u ∈ C∞(M) and µ = uµ˜ and ν will fulfill ii). If ii) holds then iii) is a simple computation.
Now assume iii) and choose some µ and ν as before. Since clearly Lξ(µ ⊗ ν) = Nµ ⊗ ν the
function f = Ω/(µ⊗ν) satisfiesLξ f = 0. Hence f and thus Ω are constant along the fibres. 
The next proposition is a simple computation using e.g. the local formulas for the Hamiltonian
vector field (2.3):
Proposition 7.4. Let µ ∈ Γ∞(|Λn|T ∗M) and ν ∈ Γ∞(|ΛN |E) be positive densities. Then we
have for s ∈ Γ∞(E) and u ∈ C∞(M)
LXJ(s)(µ⊗ ν) = pi∗(tr ad(s))µ⊗ ν, (7.7)
LXpi∗u(µ⊗ ν) = 0. (7.8)
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We shall now interpret this proposition in terms of the modular vector field on E∗. Recall
that the vertical lift
Γ∞(ΛkE∗) 3 ω 7→ ωver ∈ Γ∞(ΛkTE∗)
induces a map in cohomology
H•E(M) 3 [ω] 7→ [ωver] ∈ H•θE (E∗), (7.9)
since we have (with our sign conventions) the relation
(dE ω)
ver = −dθE ωver,
see e.g. [21, Theorem 15]. Here H•θE (E
∗) denotes the Poisson cohomology and dθE = JθE , ·K. In
general, the map (7.9) is far from being surjective, the trivial Lie algebroid provides a simple
counter-example. However, it turns out to be injective in general:
Theorem 7.5. The vertical lift induces an injective map (7.9) in cohomology.
Proof. Let Φt(αq) = etαq be the flow of the Euler vector field ξ on E∗. For a k-vector field
X ∈ Γ∞(ΛkTE∗) on E∗ we consider Xt = ektΦ∗tX ∈ Γ∞(ΛkTE∗). A simple argument (say in
local coordinates) shows that the limit t −→ −∞ of Xt exists and is a vertical lift. We define
P(X) = lim
t→−∞Xt.
For a vertical lift ωver we clearly have P(ωver) = ωver and P is a projection onto the vertical lifts
Γ∞(ΛkE∗)ver ⊆ Γ∞(ΛkTE∗). Since θE is homogeneous of degree −1, i.e. e−tΦ∗t θE = θE , and
since the Schouten bracket is natural with respect to pull-backs we finally obtain by continuity
P(dθE X) = limt→−∞ e
k−1Φ∗t JθE , XK = sθE , lim
t→−∞ e
kΦ∗tX
{
= dθE P(X).
Thus the projection P descends to cohomology from which the injectivity of (7.9) follows imme-
diately. 
Remark 7.6. In particular, this theorem shows that the scalar Chevalley–Eilenberg cohomology
of a Lie algebra g is injected into the Poisson cohomology of the linear Poisson structure on the
dual g∗ of a Lie algebra g, see [9, Exercise 72]. Note however, that e.g. for Abelian Lie algebras
this map is far from being surjective.
Recall that the modular vector field ∆Ω ∈ Γ∞(TE∗) with respect to some positive density
Ω ∈ Γ∞(|Λn+N |T ∗E∗) is defined by
∆Ω(f)Ω = LXf Ω
and gives a Poisson vector field ∆Ω which depends on Ω only via Hamiltonian vector fields.
Thus the modular class [∆Ω] ∈ H1θE (E∗) is well defined, see e.g. [16, 44]. Since Pol0(E∗) and
Pol1(E∗) generate Pol•(E∗) we can conclude from (7.7) and (7.8)
∆µ⊗ν = (tr ad)ver ,
whence [∆µ⊗ν ] is precisely the image of the modular class under (7.9). From the injectivity
of (7.9) we immediately obtain the following corollary, see also [44, Section 7]:
Corollary 7.7. Let E be a Lie algebroid. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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i) E is unimodular in the sense of Lie algebroids.
ii) (E∗, θE) is unimodular in the sense of Poisson manifolds.
iii) There exists a positive density Ω ∈ Γ∞(|Λn+N |T ∗E∗) on E∗ which is constant along the
fibres and satisfies LXf Ω = 0 for all f ∈ C∞(E∗).
Now we assume that E and hence E∗ are unimodular and we choose an appropriate positive
density Ω ∈ Γ∞(|Λn+N |T ∗E∗) on E∗ which is constant along the fibres with ∆Ω = 0. Then we
can proceed literally as in [4, Section 8] and [1] to show that the functional
tr(f) =
∫
E∗
fΩ (7.10)
for f ∈ C∞0 (M)[[λ]] defines a C[[λ]]-linear trace for any homogeneous star product on E∗. Thus
let ? =
∑∞
r=0 λ
rCr be a homogeneous star product quantizing the Poisson bracket {·, ·}E of E∗.
The first lemma uses the fact that Ω is constant along the fibre directions and is shown by
partial integration.
Lemma 7.8. Let D : C∞(E∗) −→ C∞(E∗) be a homogeneous differential operator of homo-
geneity −r with r ≥ 1, i.e. [Lξ, D] = −rD. Then tr(D(f)) = 0 for all f ∈ C∞0 (E∗).
Lemma 7.9. Let f ∈ Polk(E∗) and g ∈ C∞0 (E∗). Then
tr(f ? g) = tr
(
k∑
r=0
λrCr(f, g)
)
and analogously for tr(g ? f).
Proof. This follows from the preceding lemma as Cr(f, ·) and Cr(·, f) are homogeneous diffe-
rential operators of homogeneity k − r. 
Lemma 7.10. Let f ∈ Pol•(E∗) and g ∈ C∞0 (E∗). Then
tr(f ? g − g ? f) = 0. (7.11)
Proof. Let f be homogeneous of degree k. For k = 0 the statement is fulfilled by Lemma 7.9.
For k = 1 it is fulfilled by Lemma 7.9 and the unimodularity condition. For k > 1 it is
sufficient to consider f = X1 ? · · · ? Xk with Xi homogeneous of degree 0 or 1 according to
Proposition 1.2 iv). From
[X1 ? · · · ? Xk, g]? = [X1, X2 ? · · · ? Xk ? g]? + [X2 ? · · · ? Xk, g ? X1]?
we conclude (7.11) by induction on k. 
Theorem 7.11. Let ? be a homogeneous star product on E∗ and let tr be the Poisson trace as
in (7.10). Then tr is a trace functional with respect to ?, too.
Proof. By the usual Stone–Weierstraß argument and the continuity of the integration the
theorem follows from the last lemma. 
Remark 7.12. Of course there are much more general statements on the traces of star products
available like the cyclic formality theorem, see the discussion in [19]. In the case of complex
Lie algebroids, one may also consult [11]. Note however, that in the particular situation we are
discussing, the proof is elementary.
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Editorial comments
For the benefit of the readers we reproduce here verbatim the suggestion of the referee mentioned
in Remark 6.9:
“We believe that most of the results presented in the manuscript under consideration can be
recovered in a very simpler way. Namely, to any C[[~]]-valued 2-cocycle B~ as above one can
associate a central extension E˜~ of E[[~]] (defined over C[[~]]) and can consider its universal
enveloping algebra U(E˜~). But we instead consider the ~-universal enveloping algebra U~(E˜~)
(i.e. we put an ~ in front of commutators in the defining relations).
Finally, take the quotient A~ of U~(E˜~) by c = ~, where c is the generator of the one-
dimensional extension. One can prove that A~ is a topologically free C[[~]]-module (i.e. A~ ∼=
Γ(M,S(E))[[~]]), and is a quantization of the B-twisted Poisson structure on functions poly-
nomial in the fibers on E∗. Two such quantized algebras are obviously isomorphic if they
come from cohomologous cocycles, and the homogeneity property follows easily from this simple
construction in the case when B~ = B.
The proof that this quantization extends to the full algebra of smooth functions on E∗ follows
from the already known case when B = 0.
Remark. In the case of a Lie algebra this construction is very well-known (it has been used by
Drinfel’d to quantize triangular r-matrices, and it is quite standard in the theory of quantum
integrable systems). In the case of the cotangent bundle these are called twisted differential
operators.”
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